
BEN E. KEITH FOODS OKLAHOMA CITY DIVISION

#120780   Markon Ready-Set-Serve  4/2 LB               
Kale Color Crunch                                                                  
Ready-Set-Serve (RSS) Kale Color Crunch™ is a vibrant blend 
of kale, shaved Brussels sprouts, Napa cabbage, red cabbage, 
radicchio, and carrots. This fresh blend can be used as a salad, 
sauté, slaw, topping, or garnish, and is ready to use right out of the 
bag. This colorful, nutrient dense blend is on trend with consumer 
demand for healthier, flavorful options. The crunchy texture holds up 
well in both hot and cold menu applications.

#113774    Ron’s Homestyle Foods 4/5 LB    
Chicken and Dumplings                                               

Boil-in-bag Chicken and Dumplings from Ron’s are the ultimate in 
flavor and convenience! Shredded white and dark chicken meat is 
combined with soft, pillowy dumplings in a rich, flavorful sauce. 
Heat from frozen by simply boiling the bag, then serve! Great for 
daily specials, buffets, and large caterings.

#121386   Turano      12/8 Count 
Bread Ciabata 4x4 Sliced                               

A traditional 4x4 Sliced Ciabatta Sandwich Roll that is the ultimate 
in convenience!  Great for sandwiches or slathered with butter and 
grilled for a side offering. 

#121725    Windsor   120/1 OZ      
Chicken, Cheese, and Hatch 
Green Chile Rangoons                                                              
Hatch green chiles spice up these Chicken, Cheese, and Green Chili 
Rangoons.  Cross the border and feature this unique item southwest 
style Rangoon as an appetizer or an entrée!
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#414768   Hellas Bakery  60/3 OZ       
Baklava                                                   

Flaky, Filo dough with ground walnuts and honey. The perfect dessert 
for any cuisine!

#112995   Belgioioso   2/7 LB
Ricotta Salata Cheese                                   

Crafted from fresh local milk, BelGioioso Ricotta Salata boasts a 
pleasant milky flavor with just a hint of salt. Aged 30 days, this semi-
firm cheese has a smooth, white appearance and a rather dry texture, 
perfect for cubing, crumbling or shredding. 

#423988   Pacific Valley Dairy  2/2.5 Gallon
Chocolate Custard Mix                                    

Rich and decadent! The Pacific Valley Dairy premium frozen 
Chocolate Custard Mix is second to none!  It is ultra-pasteurized 
providing an extended shelf life from date of manufacture to ensure 
the utmost quality and less waste. 

#455152   Icelandic   1/10 LB 
Beer Battered Cod Portion 2 OZ
Legendary Bass Pale Ale creates a truly authentic battered cod 
portion perfect for fish and chips!


